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Canada Watch
Ongoing developments in the North American energy sector have been dramatically shifting the sources of
supply to Quebec’s oil refineries. Just two years ago, more than half the oil refined in Quebec was from
Algeria and Kazakhstan and was priced in Brent at premiums to WTI and WCS. In 2013, the U.S. captured 5%
of the Quebec market on the strength of its shale oil production. In 2014 the expansion of its market share
has been nothing less than spectacular. Statistics Canada reports that Quebec imports of crude petroleum
from the U.S. in the first five months of the year were up 573% over the same period last year while those
from traditional Brent-type suppliers were down more than 50%. As today’s Hot Charts show, we estimate
that the U.S. accounts for more than 26% of the feedstock of Quebec’s oil refineries, passing Algeria as their
largest single supplier. The shift to cheaper supply coincides with relief at the pump for consumers: year to
date, gasoline prices excluding taxes are up 3.2% in Canada as a whole but down 1.9% in Montreal. That
1.9% translates into a windfall of $280 million annually for Quebec households.
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